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Abstract 

 

Aspect and Modality in Biblical Hebrew 

 

by 

 

Yunjung Bae, MA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2009 

SUPERVISOR: Aaron Bar-Adon 

 

 

This thesis attempts to provide an encompassing account for the centuries-old 

question concerning how aspect and modality are grammaticalized in the verbal system in 

Biblical Hebrew. To this end, the semantics of the three verb forms qatal, yiqtol, and 

qotel are investigated by means of a theory-unbiased observation on the Biblical text. It is 

argued that Biblical Hebrew has an aspectual opposition of the perfective and the 

imperfective and that the two aspects are encoded by the verb forms qatal and qotel, 

respectively. Concerning the modal system in Biblical Hebrew, it is suggested that the 

Biblical Hebrew broadly distinguishes the realis and irrealis and that the irrealis is 

marked by a single verb form yiqtol. Finally, the verbs occasioned in the Book of Isaiah 

52:13-53:12 are thoroughly examined in the light of the present study. The examination 

on the Isaiah passage consequently ascertains that the present study largely removes the 

existing obstacles in understanding Biblical Hebrew verb conjugations and lays the 

significant grounds toward the proper linguistic understanding of the Biblical text.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1 Preliminaries 

1.1.1 The verbal system in Biblical Hebrew 

Biblical Hebrew (BH, henceforth) verbs are generally classified into seven stem
1
 

classes (paÕal, niphÕal, piÕel, puÕal, hithpaÕel, hiphÕil, and hophÕal) according to their 

semantic functions such as causative, passive, etc. Each class conjugates in accordance 

with the number and gender of the subject and/or the object. Also, the temporal or modal 

information is incorporated into the stem by means of another paradigm of conjugations. 

There are five major verb conjugations dedicated to carry the temporal or modal 

information, which are called qatal, qotel, yiqtol, wayyiqtol, and w?qatal. Thus, a finite 

verb in BH is formed by the vowel infixation between the root consonants and/or 

affixation, where the vowel infixation patterns and affixes contain the information of 1) 

the number and gender of the subject and/or the object and 2) the temporality or modality 

of the sentence. The root generally consists of three consonants. The convention q.t.l. is 

widely used in the literature as the representative of all types of verb roots in BH. Thus 

the formal difference between qatal and qotel is in the intervening vowels between the 

radicals. The yiqtol, wayyiqtol, and w?qatal are composed of the prefixes yi-, wayy-, and 

w- respectively in addition to the radicals and intervening vowels. The conventions qatal, 

qotel, yiqtol, wayyiqtol, w?qatal are taken from the third person masculine singular                                             
1
 The term 'stem' is adopted from Waltke & O'Connor (1990). In Hebrew, this paradigm of verb formation 

is called binyanim.  
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conjugation of the stem paÕal and represent all the verb classes and their various 

conjugated forms.  

 

1.1.2 The scope of the thesis  

The seemingly inconsistent and disorderly occurrences of the five verb forms, qatal, 

qotel, yiqtol, wayyiqtol, and w?qatal have long been an intractable obstacle to the proper 

understanding of the Biblical text. There has been little agreement on how much and 

what kind of semantic information each form has. Early theorists from the Middle Ages 

through the 19
th

 century, when the notion of aspect had been barely known, believed that 

qatal, qotel, and yiqtol denoted past, present, and future tenses, respectively and that the 

prefix w- converted the tense of the base to the opposite tense, thereby wayyiqtol and 

w?qatal denoting past and future, respectively. It is somewhat surprising that this theory 

prevailed in the Biblical Hebrew scholarship for such a long time, because a mere 

skimming of the text suffices to notice that each form occurs in all possible time frames 

(present, past, and future). The following examples illustrate the instances of qatal in the 

past (#1a), present (#1b), and future (#1c) time frames:  

 

(1) a. b?re;£ši:t         ba:ra:£          £e·lohi:m       

in-the-beginning       QAT.create.3m.sg      God 

 

£e;t   hašša:mayim    w?£e;t     ha:£a:rets 

         ACC    the-heavens        and- ACC     the-earth 

 

'In the beginning God created (QAT) the heavens and the earth.' (Gen. 1:1) 

    

b. ya:ve;š       xa:tsi:r    na:ve;l        tsi:ts 

QAT.dry.3m.sg    grass       QAT.fade.3m.sg   flower 
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'The grass withers (QAT), the flower fades (QAT). (Isa. 40:7) 

 

c. Õad    ma:tay   me;£anta:       le;Õa:no;t   mippa:na:y  

       until    when     QAT.refuse.2m.sg     INF.humble    before-me 

 

'How long will you refuse (QAT) to humble yourself before me?  

(Exod. 10:3) 

 

The same applies to the other verb forms as well. Indeed, the tenseless nature of BH 

is evident to a considerable extent.  

Along with the development of modern linguistics, the tense theories have begun to 

be regarded as obsolete, and scholars have recently reached a firm consensus that BH is a 

tenseless language. Nowadays most scholars agree that the verb forms are associated 

with aspect rather than with tense; some scholars give a suspicion that some verb form(s) 

contains modal meanings as well as aspectual information. Nonetheless, different 

scholars propose very different theories concerning how the notion of aspect should be 

defined, in what way aspect is grammaticalized in BH, which verb form carries which 

aspectual information, and whether other semantic information such as modality is 

associated with the verb forms or not.   

This thesis, first of all, attempts to figure out what semantic information each of the 

forms qatal, qotel, and yiqtol contain. The w?qatal and wayyiqtol, though briefly 

discussed when necessary, are not included in the scope of the present study, on the 

assumption that as w?qatal and wayyiqtol are derivatives of qatal and yiqtol, a thorough 

analysis of yiqtol and qatal will consequently provide an insight toward the 
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understanding of w?qatal and wayyiqtol as well. Furthermore, this thesis aims to obtain a 

large picture on how aspect and modality are grammaticalized in BH.  

 

1.1.3 A note on glossing  

The translations of the Scripture verses are adopted from the Revised Standard 

Version (RSV). The wayyiqtol, w?qatal, qatal, qotel, and yiqtol are respectively marked 

as WY, WQ, QAT, QOT, and YIQ. On the phonological transcription of the BH text, refer 

to the glossary.  

 

1.2 Thesis overview 

Chapter 2 investigates which aspectual oppositions exist in BH and in which verb 

forms the oppositions are encoded. To this end, I compare the two different definitions of 

aspect proposed by Johnson (1977) and Comrie (1976) and take the gauge of how much 

relevance the two notions of aspect have to BH. Regarding the aspect in BH in particular, 

I review and evaluate Hatav (1997) and Waltke & O'Connor (1990). Also, the semantics 

of the verb forms qatal and qotel, which are hypothesized to carry the aspectual 

information, is thoroughly examined.   

Chapter 3 is concerned with modality in BH. It has long been overlooked that 

modality is possibly associated with the verb conjugations. As a consequence, the form 

yiqtol has been largely misunderstood as the imperfective conjugation. This study 

demonstrates that yiqtol is the form reserved for modal expressions and explores how 

much or what kind of modal meanings are expressed by yiqtol and its variants.  

Chapter 4 scrutinizes the verbs occurring in the Book of Isaiah 52:13-53:12 in the 

light of the present study. This chapter seeks to reach the proper linguistic understanding 
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of the passage in question, by finding out the author's intentions or motives over each 

instance of the verb form selections. This chapter will give not only a comprehensive 

view of the use of the verbs in the passage but an understanding of how the phenomena 

discussed in the previous chapters work in discourse. If need arises, the comparison of 

the three different versions of English translations, King James Version (KJV), Revised 

Standard Version (RSV), and the 1999 edition from Jewish Publishing Society (JPS) will 

be provided.  
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Chapter 2: Aspect 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The aspectual system of biblical Hebrew is far from clear-cut. Though there is a 

consensus that this language does have the grammaticalized aspect rather than tense, 

there is little agreement on which particular aspect is encoded in which verb form.  

There have been proposed a few different ways of defining the notion of aspect. 

Comrie (1976) defines aspect as "a way of conceiving the internal constituency of a 

situation", where emphasis is placed on a way of conceiving not on the internal structure 

of a situation inherent in the lexical meaning of a verb or a sentence. On the other hand, 

Aktionsart refers to the internal structure of a situation manifested by the lexical meaning 

of the verb. Another way of defining aspect comes from Johnson (1977). Many other 

scholars including Kamp (1979, Kamp & Reyle 1993), Hinrichs (1986), Partee (1984), 

etc. also seem to share this view. Johnson defines aspect as the relationship between the 

situation and the reference-time (Binnick 1991).
2
                                              

2
 In his comprehensive work on tense and aspect, Binnick (1991) introduces Johnson's dissertation on 

Kikuyu (1997) as follows: 

 

Calling an occurrence over a period of time an "episode," she states that aspectual distinctions 

"involve relations between episode-time and reference-time; that is, aspect involves E-R 

relations….In kikuyu there are three aspects…:the progressive (similar to the imperfective), the 

completive (similar to the perfective, and the perfect. In the case of the Kikuyu progressive aspect, 

reference time may be included within episode time or may just precede it; in that of the completive 

aspect, reference time and episode time coincide; and in the case of the perfect, reference time can 

be any time later than the episode time.  

  

Here a question may arise if the relationship between the event and the reference time can be considered to 

define aspect, not tense. Binnick also casts a similar question and immediately gives the answer: they can 
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All the three definitions are not inadequate, for they reflect a few different facets of 

aspect expressed by language. I hypothesize that some languages grammaticalize 

Comrie's aspect and others Johnson's. Also, there could be languages that have a mixed 

system of Comrie's and Johnson's. As is well known, the term Aktionsart is not used to 

refer to the grammaticalized aspect. Timberlake (2007), without explicitly distinguishing 

the two different notions of aspect, suggests four aspectual operators: the progressive, 

perfect, iterative, and perfective, in terms of which operators the grammaticalized aspect 

may be described. Presumably, languages whose grammars are sensitive to the 

Johnsonian aspect tend to have morphological markings for the progressive and the 

perfect; languages sensitive to Comrie's perfectivity have morphological markings for the 

perfective and the imperfective. In the languages of the second group, the progressive 

and iterative meanings are usually expressed by the imperfective morphology; the perfect 

meaning is inferred by the perfective morphology.
3
  

In the present chapter we will explore which type(s) of aspect is grammaticalized in                                                                                                                                   
be, "as long as we take non-overlap to be a relation. The perfect aspect designates the case in which the 

action is immediately prior to, but does not overlap with, the event time. The progressive designates the 

case in which the action partly overlaps with the frame." Though this statement is not very clear, the way I 

understand this statement is that if aspect is to define the constituency of an event in relation to the time 

interval where the event is placed in, and if non-overlap, i.e., the situation where the event and the time 

interval do not coincide is also taken to be a relation, there is no reason to exclude Johnson's definition of 

aspect from the category of aspect in a broader sense.   

   
3
 Although Comrie also includes the perfect in his discussion of aspect, as Comrie himself cautions, his 

definition of aspect "a way of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a situation (p.3) can barely 

embrace the perfect as an aspect. It is not because that he doubtlessly takes the perfect as an aspect fitting 

his own perspective but because he is aware that the perfect is not a tense proper that he discusses the 

perfect in the context of aspect.    
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which verb forms in biblical Hebrew. As the first step, we will make a comparison of two 

different analyses of the BH aspect: Hatav (1997), which adopts the Johnsonian 

definition of aspect, and Waltke & O'Connor (1990), which follows Comrie's definition 

of aspect. To preview the conclusion, biblical Hebrew is argued to have a mixed system: 

the forms qatal and qotel encode Comrie's perfective and imperfective aspects 

respectively; the selection of wayyqitol and w?qatal as opposed to other verb forms 

depends on the relationship between the situation and the reference time, which is 

Johnson's view of aspect. In 2.2 we will discuss perfectivity and the semantics of qatal; 

in 2.3 imperfectivity and the semantics of qotel. The semantics of wayyiqtol and w?qatal 

will be briefly addressed; but it is not included in the scope of this thesis.  

 

2.2 Perfectivity and the semantics of qatal 

2.2.1 Previous studies (Hatav 1997; Waltke & O'Connor 1990) 

Hatav (1997) employs the notion of reference time (R-time, henceforth) as the key to 

understand the aspectual system of BH. He claims that three major patterns of temporal 

relations between situations and R-time comprise the three major grammatical aspects in 

BH: sequentiality, perfect, and inclusion. Let us briefly discuss the notion of R-time 

before we move on to the aspectual system of BH. Hatav defines R-time as a time 

interval (not a time point) which is "responsible for the temporal interpretation of the 

clause." She goes on to say that the temporal interpretation of a clause is impossible until 

the R-time and the relationship of the R-time to the situation is determined (p.5). 
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Consider the following sentences (Examples are taken from Hatav 1997):
4
 

 

(1) a. John ate. (E, R < S)  

   b. John has eaten. (E < R, S) 

   c. I had seen John (when you called me). (E < R <S) 

 

Regarding the expression of temporal relations, it has been quite well-known that 

languages encode the interplay among E(vent)-time, S(peech)-time, and R(eference)-time. 

The difference between (1a), (1b), and (1c) above can be explained by the different 

relations among these three factors in each sentence: in (1a) the E-time and the R-time 

precede the S-time; in (1b) the E-time precedes the R-time and S-time; in (1c) the E-time 

precedes the R-time, and the R-time precedes the S-time. In English, each of the three 

temporal relations is encoded by the simple past, present perfect, and past perfect 

morphology, respectively.  

According to Hatav, the BH verbal system distinguishes the sequential and non-

sequential aspect. Following Kamp (1979) and Kamp & Reyle (1993), he defines the 

sequence aspect as "the aspect of verbs in clauses moving the R-time forward." A 

chronological sequence in a narrative text, according to Kamp, is an outcome of this R-                                            
4
 He adopts the notion of R-time as a time interval from Hinrichs 1986 and Partee 1984; regarding the 

notion of R-time as a time unit responsible for the temporal interpretation of clause, he follows 

Reichenbach 1947.  
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time movement. Hatav also emphasizes that the sequential interpretation of a text cannot 

be explained by relying on the E-time alone, with the following examples: 

 

(2) Rachel took a shower, got dressed, and went to school.  

(3) Israel was established in 1948. In that year John left Europe.  

 

In (2) the events of 'taking a shower', 'getting dressed', and 'going to school' have their 

own R-times, whereas in (3) 'Israel's establishment' and 'John's leaving Europe' are within 

the same R-time. For this reason, the events described in (2) form a sequence, but those 

in (3) do not: in (3) it is not clear whether the establishment of Israel occurred before 

John's leaving or the other way around.  

While English does not have a particular verbal morphology for the sequence aspect, 

BH does have, in Hatav's view. He analyses wayyiqtol and w?qatal as the sequence forms, 

which bear the capacity of moving the R-time forward. The wayyiqtol form is used in 

non-modal clauses (#4); the w?qatal form is in modal clauses (#5). 

 

(4) wayye;lek   r?£u:ve;n   bi:me:    q?tsi:r     xit fltfli:m    wayyimtsa:£ 

WY.go.3m.sg   Reuben     in-days.of   harvest.of     wheat      WY.find.3m.sg 

 

du:da:(£)i:m  bas Âs ÂÂa:de    wayya:ve;    £o;ta:m  £el  le;£a:  £immo: 

mandrakes      in.the.field     WY.bring.3m.sg  them       to  Leah     his.mother 

 

wato;£mer   ra:xe:l  £el-le;£a:  t?ni:-na:   li:     middu:da:£e:    b?ne;k 

   WY.say.3m.sg   Rachel   to-Leah     IMP.2f.sg    to.me    from-mandrakes.of  your.son 

 

'In the days of wheat harvest Reuben went (WY) and found (WY) mandrakes in 
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the field, and brought (WY) them to his mother Leah. Then Rachel said (WY) to 

Leah, "Give me, I pray, some of your son's mandrakes." '(Gen. 30:14) 

 

(5) w?ha:£even    g?dola:  Õal-pi:       hab£e;r 

and-the.stone    great       on-mouth.of    the.wall 

 

w?ne£esfu:   ša:mma:  kol   ha:Õda:ri:m   w?ga:la ·lu:  

WQ.gather.3pl  there       all     the.flocks       WQ.roll.3pl 

 

£et-ha:£even   me:Õal    pi:      ha:b£e;r   w?hišqu:    £et   hatstso;(£)n 

ACC-the.stone    from-on   mouth.of    the.well     WQ.water.3pl   ACC   the.sheep 

 

w?he;ši:vu:    £et  ha:£even   Õal-pi        ha:b?£e;r   limqo;ma:h 

WQ.replace.3pl   ACC  the.stone     on-mouth.of       the.well      to-her.place 

 

'The stone on the well's mouth was large, and when all the flocks were gathered 

(WQ) there, the shepherds would roll (WQ) the stone from the well, and water 

(WQ) the sheep, and put the stone back (WQ) in its place upon the mouth of the 

well.' (Gen. 29:2-3) 

 

On the other hand, the non-sequential aspect is divided into two different sub-aspects: 

perfect and inclusion. They are non-sequential in that they cannot move the R-time 

forward. The difference between the two lies in the fact that while a situation denoted by 

a perfect clause is dependent on the R-time of some neighboring clause, a situation in 

inclusion includes its R-time, which is how this aspect obtains its label inclusion. In 

English the aspect of inclusion is marked by the progressive form. In this section we will 

focus on the perfect aspect; the aspect of inclusion will be dealt with in the next section 

(2.3).  

In Hatav's view, the verb form encoding the perfect aspect in BH is qatal. The major 
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usages of qatal include the expressions of simultaneity, anteriority, and backgrounding. 

Three of them can converge under the label of perfect on the ground that all the three 

functions are derived from one essential feature: a parasitic nature of the situation in 

terms of R-time. Let us consider the examples of simultaneity first.  

 

(6) a. Israel was established in 1948. In that year John's parents left Europe. 

   b. John opened his mouth and closed his eyes at the same time.  

 

In (6), the situations in the second clause of each sentence share the R-time 

introduced in the first clause: (6b) shows the genuine simultaneity, i.e., the exact 

temporal overlap of the two situations; in (6a), though the two situations have separate R-

times, since they share a larger frame of R-time, namely the year of 1948, the temporal 

order of the two situations is not manifested. In this regard, in both sentences, the R-time 

of the situation depicted by the second clause is parasitic to the R-time of the first clause. 

While English adopts the simple tense forms to mark simultaneity, BH uses the form 

qatal for the same purpose.  

 

(7) a. wayhi:  miqqe;ts     ya:mi:m   wayya:ve;£      qayin   mipp?ri:  

   it.was    from-end.of.     days        WY.bring.3m.sg    Cain    from-fruit.of 

 

ha:£ada:ma:  minxa:   layhwh  w?hevel    he;vi:£         gam  hu:  

       the.ground      offering    to-Lord   and-Abel    QAT. bring.3m.sg    also   he 

 

mibb?ko;ro:t        tso;(£)no:    u:me;xelve:hen     wa:yyišaÕ 

from-firstlings.of         his.flocks      and-their.fat           WY.look.3m.sg  
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yhwh  £el-hevel  w?£el-minxa:to:    w?£el-qayin   w?£el-minxa:to:  

   Lord    to-Abel     and-to-his.offering     and-to-Cain     and-to-his.offering 

 

lo;(£)  ša:Õa: 

not   QAT.look.3m.sg  

 

'In the course of time Cain brought (WY) to the Lord an offering of the fruit of 

the ground, and Abel brought (QAT) of the firstlings of his flock and of their 

fat portions. And the Lord had regard (WY) for Abel and his offering, but for 

Cain and his offering he had no regard (QAT).' (Gen. 4: 3-5) 

 

b. waydabbe;r     mo;še  £el   b?ne:    yisra:£e;l   wa:yyo:tsi:£u:  

WY.speak.3m.sg    Moses    to    sons.of     Israel        WY.take.out.3m.pl 

  

£et    ham?qalle;l   £el   mixu:ts    lammaxa·ne   wayyirg?mu:   

ACC     the-reviler       to    from-out     the-camp       WY.stone.3m.pl 

 

£o;to:  £a:ven    u:vne:       yis Âra:£e;l    Õa:s Âu:        ka£a ·šer  

 him     stone     and-sons.of      Israel         QAT.do.3m.pl     as-that 

 

tsiwwa:             yhwh   £et    mo;še 

QAT.command.3m.sg      Lord      to     Moses  

 

'So Moses spoke (WY) to the people of Israel; and they brought (WY) him 

who had cursed out of the camp, and stoned (WY) him with stones. The 

Israelites did (QAT) as the Lord had commanded Moses. (Lev. 24: 23) 

 

We see that in (7a) the situation Abel's bringing of his offerings encoded in qatal 

occur simultaneously with Cain's bringing depicted in the previous clause; God's refusal 

of Cain's offering encoded in qatal and his acceptance of Abel's offering in the previous 
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clause are also viewed as occurring within the same R-time. The qatal clause in (7b) 

recapitulates or gives additional information about the previous clauses. The situation in 

(7b) also, in this sense, takes over the R-time of the previous clause without introducing a 

new one.  

Regarding Anteriority, Hatav provides the following definition: 

 

A situation E is anterior iff it precedes its R-time; the R-time is provided by an 

adverbial or another clause. (E < R) 

 

In English, anteriority is encoded by perfect tenses (present, past, and future 

perfects).
5
 The commonality underlying the three perfect tenses is that the perfect tenses 

express the precedence of the E-time to the R-time and the relevance of the R-time to the 

E-time. The difference between them is found in the relation of the R-time with Rs.
6
  

 

a. John has finished his article.  E < R = Rs 

b. I had eaten by three.  E < R < Rs 

c. I will have eaten by three.  E < R > Rs                                             
5
 Here I used the term 'tense' instead of 'aspect', because the particular verb forms encoding perfect aspects 

in English are customarily called 'perfect tenses.' And this customary label 'perfect tense' is not entirely 

inadequate, because the verb forms used for perfect aspects in English are not purely reserved only for the 

expressions of aspect, i.e., the expressions of the relevance of the event time and reference time. For 

instance, the pluperfect in English, losing its sense of relevance, is often used to merely puncture the past 

of the past, rather than to express the relation between the E-time and R-time.  

 

6
 There have been a good deal of discussions on S(peech)-time. Hatav, in light of Partee (1984), Prior 

(1967), Mittwoch (1988), Smith (1991), and others, assumes that "the S-time is the first unmarked R-time." 

So Rs refers to the S-time as the first unmarked R-time; if a particular R-time is marked by the context, Rs 

merely indicates the S-time.  
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Sentences having distributive verbs (state and action verbs in Vendler's terminology) 

such as John has lived in Texas or I have known him for five years may be considered to 

be counterexamples to the Hatav's definition of anteriority in that there is an overlap 

between the E-time and the R-time. Anticipating this possible problem, Hatav modifies 

the definition and states that a situation is considered anterior to the R-time if the 

situation has at least one interval preceding the R-time.    

In BH, the verb form which encodes anteriority is qatal. Since the BH verb system 

does not have a device to express tenses, the qatal denoting anterior situations can be 

used for the situations expressed by a present, past, or future perfect in English. The 

following (8a) illustrates the qatal equivalent to the English present perfect; (8b) the 

qatal equivalent to the English past perfect.  

 

(8) a. k?tonet   b?ni:       xayya:    ra:Õa:   £a ·ka:la:thu:  

robe      my.sons        beast       evil       QAT.eat.3f.sg-him       

 

tfla:ro;f           tflo;raf                  yo:se;f  

INF.tear.in.pieces      QAT.be.torn.in.pieces.3m.sg     Joseph 

 

'It is my son's robe; A wild beast has devoured (QAT) him. Joseph is without 

doubt torn (or has been torn) to pieces (QAT). (Gen. 37:33) 

    

b. wayye;tse;(£)   me;£o;hel    le;£a:  wayya:vo£      b?£o;hel    ra:xe;l  

  WY.go.out.3m.sg   rom-tent.of    Leah     WY.come.3m.sg    in-tent.of      Rachel 

 

   w?ra:xe;l    la:q?xa:       £et    hatt?ra:fi:m   watt?s Âime;m  

and-Rachel     QAT.take.3f.sg     ACC    the.idols         WY.put.3f.sg-them 
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b?kar        hagga:ma:l 

in-saddle.of     the-camel 

 

   '(So Laban went into Jacob's tent, and into Leah's tent, and into the tent of 

the two maidservants, but he did not find them.) And he went out (WY) of 

Leah's tent, and entered (WY) Rachel's. Now Rachel had taken (QAT) the 

household gods and put them in the camel's saddle….' (Gen. 31:33-34) 

 

As for the backgrounding function of the perfect, let us consider the following 

examples: 

 

 (9) a. John had left when Mary arrived yesterday. 

b. Old Sam's boat approached the other side of the pier. He had docked before I 

began fishing.  

 

Hatav states that the situations depicted by the past perfect (John's leaving (#9a) and 

(Sam's docking (#9b)) in (9) cannot obtain the temporal interpretations until the R-times 

are provided by the following clauses. In this sense, the perfect clauses are parasitic to 

the following clauses in terms of R-time, thereby forming the background to the 

following situations. The following example illustrates this function of qatal in BH.  

 

(10) w?yo:se;f   hu:rad            mitsra:yma:  wayyiqne;hu:     po:tfli:far…. 

and-Joseph     QAT.be.brought.3m.sg   to-Egypt       WY.buy.3m.sg-him    Potiphar 

 

miyyad    hayyiš Âm?Õe;£lim    a·šer       ho:riduhu:       ša:mma:  

from        the-Ishmaelites        who(REL)     QAT.buy.3m.pl-him    there 
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'Now Joseph had been taken (QAT) down to Egypt, and Potiphar bought (WY) 

him…from the Ishmealites who had brought him down there. (Gen. 39:1) 

 

Thus far we have surveyed Hatav (1997)'s understanding of the meaning of qatal. 

She argues that the qatal form is used for situations parasitic to the R-time of their 

neighboring clauses. However, there exist qatal sentences which are void of specific time 

reference, e.g. gnomic sentences (#11) and performative sentences (#12),  which 

demonstrate that Hatav's R-time theory is not viable enough as an encompassing theory 

of the BH aspectual system. (Examples (#11b) and (12) are taken from Waltke & 

O'Connor 1990.)  

 

(11) a. l?£a:da:m    šetflt flo:v          l?fa:na:v  

  to-man         who(REL)-good     before-him 

 

na:tan         xokma:   w?daÕat       w?sÂimxa:   w?laxo:te  

QAT.give.3m.sg    wisdom     and-knowledge    and-joy       but-to-the-sinner 

 

na:tan        Õinya:n    le£e·so:f   w?likno:s 

  QAT.give.3m.sg     task.of     gathering    and-collecting 

 

'To the man who pleases him He (God) gives (QAT) wisdom and knowledge 

and joy; but to the sinner He gives (QAT) the work of gathering and 

heaping….'(Eccl. 2:26) 

         

b. ya:ve;š       xa:tsi:r   na:ve;l        tsi:ts 

      QAT.dry.3m.sg    grass       QAT.fade.3m.sg   flower 

 

'The grass withers (QAT), the flower fades (QAT). (Isa. 40:7) 
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(12) a. hištaxa ·we:ti: 

      QAT.bow.1sg 

 

'I do obeisance.' (Lit. I bow (QAT).) (2Sam. 16:4) 

 

    b. pe;ras Âti:         ya:day     £e;le(y)ka: 

      QAT.stretch.1sg       my.hand        to-you 

 

'I stretch out (QAT) my hands to thee.' (Ps. 143:6) 

         

Also, there are qatal sentences which are interpreted as simple past even though there 

are no preceding clauses whose R-time the qatal sentences are parasitic to:  

 

(13) b?re;(£)ši:t         ba:ra:£         £e·lohi:m       

in-the-beginning        QAT.create.3m.sg     God 

 

£e;t   hašša:mayim    w?£e;t     ha:£a:rets 

       ACC    the-heavens        and- ACC     the-earth 

 

'In the beginning God created (QAT) the heavens and the earth.' (Gen. 1:1) 

 

The sentence (13), as the first sentence of the first book of the Old Testament, 

independently assumes the past time interpretation, without an R-time transfer from a 

preceding sentence.   

Here let us turn to Waltke & O'Connor (1990)'s account of qatal. Their basic tenet is 

that the BH verbal system has an opposition of perfective and imperfective aspects. The 

perfective is realized by qatal; the imperfective yiqtol. Waltke & O'Connor rely on 

Comrie with respect to the definition of perfectivity: 
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Perfectivity indicates the view of a situation as a single whole, without 

distinction of the various separate phases that make up that situation; while the 

imperfective pays essential attention to the internal structure of the situation. 

(Comrie 1976 p.16) 

 

It does not mean that the situation depicted by a perfective verb form does not have 

complex phases. Rather it means that the user of the perfective form is not concerned 

with the internal structure of the situation, whether the situation has an internal structure 

or not. Hence, the perfective form can appear in a wide range of situation types (#14) and 

in all three time frames (past, present and future) (#15), only if the situation is viewed as 

a single undivided whole. This definition of perfectivity almost exhaustively embraces 

the various usages of qatal in BH. (Examples are taken from Waltke & O'Connor 1990.):  

 

(14) a. w?hayya:mi:m   £ašer 

      and-the-days       that(REL) 

 

ma:lak         da:vid   Õal     yis Âra£e;l   £arba:Õi:m  ša:na: 

      QAT.reign.3m.sg    David      over     Israel        forty        years 

 

'And the time that David reigned (QAT) over Israel was forty years.'  

(1Kgs. 2:11) 

     

b. w?laxo;šek    qa:ra:(£)        la:yla: 

        and-darkness     QAT.call.3m.sg      night 

 

'The darkness he (God) called (QAT) Night.' (Gen 1:5) 
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c. wayye;lek   ha:lo:k   w?ga:de;l  Õad   ki:  ga:dal  

  WY.go.3m.sg   INF.go     great         till   that  QAT.great.3m.sg 

 

'And the man became rich, and gained more and more until he became very 

wealthy (QAT). (Gen. 26:13) 

 

d. midde:     tse;£ta:m          s Âa:kal               da:vid   

as.often.as    INF.come.out.3m.pl      QAT.have.success.3m.sg    David 

 

mikko;l        Õavde:        ša:£u:l 

more.than.all      servants.of      Saul 

   

'As often as they came out, David had more success (QAT) than all the servants of 

Saul.' (1Sam. 18:30) 

 

The sentence (14a) describes a situation which lasts for a long stretch of time; (14b) a 

situation which is punctual without an internal structure. On (14c) Waltke & O'Connor 

(1990) state that stative verbs, when occurring in qatal forms, tend to have an "ingressive 

force." The qatal in (14d) binds the multiple instances of David's meeting with success 

into a single bundle.  

 

(15) a. w?to:r ….     w?Õa:gu:r   ša:m?ru:     £et  Õet      bo;Õa:na:  

      and-turtledove….  and-crane     QAT.keep.3pl   ACC  time.of    INF.come.3f.pl 

 

'And the turtledove… and crane keep (QAT) the time of their coming.' 

(Jer. 8:7) 

 

b. pe;ras Âti:         ya:day      £e;le(y)ka: 

      QAT.stretch.1sg       my.hand        to-you 

 

'I stretch out (QAT) my hands to thee.' (Ps. 143:6) 
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c. Õad    ma:tay   me;£anta:       le;Õa:no;t    mippa:na:y  

        until    when      QAT.refuse.2m.sg    INF.humble     before-me 

 

'How long will you refuse (QAT) to humble yourself before me?  

(Exod. 10:3) 

 

Concerning the time references implied by qatal, as we have already come across 

quite a few occurrences of the qatal forms in the past time reference, here let us discuss 

the qatals in the present and future frames with the examples in (15). The qatal verbs 

interpreted as being in the present time frame are found either in gnomic/habitual 

sentences (#15a) or in performative sentences (#15b), as we have glimpsed in (11) and 

(12) above. These two usages can be rightly said to deliver perfectivity according to 

Comrie's definition in that gnomic/habitual sentences convey a single law-like concept 

which holds timelessly or an event which has been repeated sufficient times to be 

conceived as one single rule. The situation in (15b) is also considered perfective, because 

the utterance of this sentence simultaneously creates a single performance. As for the 

qatal form in the future time frame as in (15c), Waltke & O'Connor (1990) explain that 

though the predominant verb form for future interpretations is yiqtol, the qatal form is 

employed for a special literary effect in a future setting: the qatal, as a device to represent 

a situation as a complete
7
 whole, endows the future situation in question with a                                             

7
 It should be noted that Comrie rigorously distinguishes the notions of completed and complete: 

The perfective does indeed denote a complete situation, with beginning, middle, and end. The use of 

'completed', however, puts too much emphasis on the termination of the situation, whereas the use of 

the perfective puts no more emphasis, necessarily, on the end of a situation than on any other part of 
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"dramatic quality".  

To sum up, Waltke & O'Connor (1990) view the qatal form as a marking of 

perfectivity and provides an account for gnomic/habitual and performative sentences 

occurring in qatal forms, which cannot be explained by Hatav's theory relying on the 

notion of perfect. Waltke & O'Connor, in line with Comrie, regards the perfect as one 

way of the interpretation of the perfective. 

 

2.2.2 The perfective vs. the perfect  

As discussed above, the explanatory power of Hatav's theory is limited to only a 

small portion of the usages of qatal, which receives the interpretations of simultaneity 

and perfect. At a glance, however, Hatav seems to provide a better account for the perfect 

usages of qatal than Waltke & O'Connor, though the perfect usages merely compose a 

small part of the whole qatal. Then, how do Waltke & O'Connor analyze the perfect 

interpretations of qatal in terms of their theory of perfectivity? They say, "If we talk 

about a perfective verb having a perfect meaning, we are talking about interpretation or 

about translation, a special form of interpretation (p.484-485)." I will paraphrase this 

remark as 'It is misleading to say that some qatal verbs have a perfect meaning; this error 

occurs when we try to translate BH into a language which has overt morphology for the 

perfect; the perfect/imperfect opposition is not a determinant of the BH verb system but 

one possible way of the translation of some BH verbs into another language.' This 

analysis contains much of the truth. Let us reconsider the Hatav's examples of qatal                                                                                                                                   
the situation, rather all parts of the situation are presented as a single whole. (Comrie 1976 p.18)  
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introduced earlier which are translated as perfects.  

 

(16) k?tonet   b?ni:     xayya:    ra:Õa:    £a ·ka:la:thu:  

robe      my.sons      beast       evil        QAT.eat.3f.sg-him       

 

tfla:ro;f           t flo;raf                  yo:se;f  

INF.tear.in.pieces      QAT.be.torn.in.pieces.3m.sg     Joseph 

 

'It is my son's robe; A wild beast has devoured (QAT) him. Joseph is without 

doubt torn (or has been torn) to pieces (QAT). (Gen. 37:33) 

    

(17) w?yo:se;f    hu:rad           mitsra:yma:  wayyiqne;hu:     po:tfli:far…. 

and-Joseph     QAT.be.brought.3m.sg  to-Egypt       WY.buy.3m.sg-him    Potiphar 

 

miyyad    hayyiš Âm?Õe;£lim    a·šer      ho:riduhu:       ša:mma:  

from        the-Ishmaelites       who(REL)    QAT.buy.3m.pl-him    there 

 

'Now Joseph had been taken (QAT) down to Egypt, and Potiphar bought (WY) 

him…from the Ishmealites who had brought him down there.'(Gen. 39:1) 

 

(16') It is my son's robe. A wild beast ate him. Joseph was devoured. (Gen. 37:33) 

(17') and Joseph were taken down to Egypt, and Potiphar bought him…from the 

Ishmealites who had brought him there. (Gen. 39:1) 

 

In (16') and (17') the English perfect translations are modified into the simple past 

translations. Nevertheless, as Waltke & O'Connor say, there is no problem in processing 

the temporal relations between the situations in (16') and (17'). That is, in (16) the 

situations a wild beast's eating Joseph and Joseph's being devoured are conceived as two 
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independent wholes; by pragmatic knowledge the two situations are interpreted as 

anterior to the speech time of It is my son's robe. In (17) even though both Joseph's being 

taken to Egypt and Potiphar's buying him are expressed by qatal as separate wholes and 

interpreted as in the past time frame, little labor is required in processing that Joseph's 

being taken to Egypt occurred prior to Potiphar's buying him. Thus Hatav's 

interpretations of simultaneity, anteriority and backgrouding functions of qatal turn out to 

be ones that can be pragmatically obtained within the perfectivity framework of Waltke 

& O'Connor. Conclusively, as far as the meaning of qatal is concerned, I support Waltke 

& O'Connor's view that qatal renders the situation perfective.  

 

2.3 Imperfectivity and the Semantics of qotel 

Waltke & O'Connor, as many other traditional analyses, classifies the form qotel 

merely as a participle and thereby overlooks its role as a finite verb. As a matter of fact, 

however, the qotel does have a predicative role as well as nominal and adjectival roles, 

just as the V-ing form in English functions not only as a gerund and participle but also as 

a predicate assuming the progressive sense. Also, the predicative qotel contains crucial 

aspectual information: imperfectivity. Though many authors including Waltke & 

O'Connor views yiqtol as the verb form encoding imperfectivity, in my judgment the 

imperfective verb form in BH is qotel. The form yiqtol marks modality rather than aspect, 

as we shall discuss in the next chapter.  

Hatav claims that the form qotel encodes the aspect of inclusion, i.e., the progressive 

aspect. He defines inclusion as an aspect where a situation includes at least one R-time. 
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Thus, the aspect of inclusion can be realized both as a progressive (#18) and as a 

habitual/iterative (#19).  

 

(18) When John was eating supper, somebody broke in and started to scream. 

(19) I am (was) writing every morning at the time when he usually comes (came).
8
  

 

In (18) the situation John's eating supper includes two R-times: the time of 

somebody's breaking in and that of his starting to scream. In (19) There are two 

habituals: my writing and his coming; the one always includes the other.  

Since BH is a tenseless language, Hatav's definition of inclusion is capable of 

embracing the progressive interpretations of any time frame (#20) and iterative (#21) 

interpretations of qotel (The examples in (20) are taken from Hatav 1997):  

 

(20) a. w?gidÕo:n    b?no:     xove;tfl           xitfltfli:m    baggat 

  and-Gideon     his.son      QOT.beat.out.3m.sg    wheat      in-the-winepress 

 

  (Now the angel of the Lord came and sat under the oak at Ophrah, which 

belonged to Jo'ash the Abiez'rite,) as his son Gideon was beating out (QOT) 

wheat in the winepress, (to hide it from the Midianites). (Judg. 6:11) 

     

b. Õo:da:k      m?dabberet     ša:m  Õim    hammelek  

   while-you     QOT.speak.f.sg      there   with    the-king 

 

wa£a·ni:   £a:vo:£        £axa ·rayik 

     and-I       YIQ.come.1sg      after-you 

                                             
8 The example (19) is originally from Jespersen (1933: 182).    
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'While you are still speaking (QOT) with the king, I also will come in after 

you.…' (1Kgs. 1:14) 

 

(21) a. ho:le;k      £el       da:ro:m     w?so:ve;v             

QOT.go.m.sg    toward      south         and-turn.around.m.sg 

 

£el         tsa:fo:n 

      toward        north 

 

'The wind blows (Lit.goes) (QOT) toward the south and goes round (QOT) to 

the north.' (Eccl. 1:6) 

     

b. kol   hann?xa:li:m   ho;l?ki:m     £el       hayya:m    

  all     the-torrents       QOT.go.m.pl     toward     the-sea 

 

w?hayya:m  £e:nennu:   ma:le;£ 

but-the-sea     not.3m.sg    full 

 

'All streams run (QOT) into the sea, but the sea is not full. (Eccl. 1:7) 

 

However, the form qotel has a few other usages than the progressive and habitual. In 

my observation, when qotel receives a future interpretation, i.e., when its past or present 

progressive interpretation is precluded by the context, it is usually interpreted as 'be 

going to' or 'be about to' in English (#22); when the qotel is associated with the causative 

verb class hiphÕil, it tends to express the speaker's will to initiate something (#23).  

  

(22) a. £et    haggo:y   a ·šer        yaÕa ·vo;du:  da:n        £a:no;ki: 

       ACC   the-nation   whom (REL)    YIQ.serve.3pl   QOT.Judge.m.sg     I 

 

'The nation whom they serve I am going to judge (QOT). (Gen. 15:14) 
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b. melek    a·ra:m   Õo;le             Õa:le(y)ka: 

king.of     Aram    QOT.come.up.m.sg      upon-you 

 

'The king of Aram is going to attack (lit. come up) (QOT) you (lit. against 

you).' (1Kgs. 20:22) 

 

c. £ano;ki:    ho;le;k        bderek     kol   ha:£a:rets 

           I         QOT.go.m.sg      in-way.of     all     the-earth 

 

'I am about to go (QOT) in the way of all the earth.' (1Kgs 2:2)
9
 

 

(23) a. ki:  l?ya:mi:m    Õo:d     šiv£a:    Õa:no;ki:    mamti:r           

for   to.days         after      seven        I          QOT.cause.to.rain.m.sg 

 

Õal   ha:£a:rets   £arba:Õi:m   yo:m   w?£arba:Õi:m   la:yla:  

   on   the-earth       forty         days     and-forty         nights 

 

'For in seven days I will send rain (Lit. cause to rain) (QOT) upon the earth 

forty days and forty nights.' (Gen. 7:4) 

 

 

b. waÕa·ni:   hin?ni:    me;qi:m         £et     b?ri:ti:      £itt?kem 

and-I       behold      QOT.establish.m.sg    ACC     my.convenant   with-you.pl 

 

'Behold, I establish (QOT) my covenant with you….' (Gen. 9:9) 

          

c. w?hin?ni:       mašxi:ta:m          £et     ha:£a:rets 

and-behold         QOT.destroy.m.sg-them     ACC       the-earth                                             
9
 The translations in (22) are from Waltke and O'Connor, not from RSV. The RSV uses will for the verbs in 

(22a,b). Though the semantic difference between will and be going to in English is not too critical in 

understanding these verses, our analysis suggests that a better rendering of the BH qotel should be be going 

to.  
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'(And God said to Noah, "I have determined to make an end of all flesh; for the 

earth is filled with violence through them;) behold, I will destroy (QOT) them 

with the earth.' (Gen 6:13) 

 

Thus, it turns out that Hatav's theory can only accommodate the progressive 

interpretations of qotel and fails to explain other possible interpretations surveyed in (22) 

and (23). In my view, the aspectual operator that embraces all these interpretations of 

qotel is imperfectivity.  

Compared with the perfective, the boundary of the imperfective is harder to delineate. 

Timberlake (2007) said, "The motivation for choosing between two aspects [perfective 

and imperfective] is quite subtle and has to do with different views of what objectively 

might seem to be the same event." This remark is well in tune with Comrie's stance 

regarding aspect. Comrie characterizes imperfectivity as "explicit reference to the 

internal temporal structure of a situation, viewing a situation from within". Thus the same 

situation can be expressed either by the perfective or by the imperfective depending on 

whether the situation is viewed from without or from within.  

Comrie's characterization of imperfectivity captures well several different usages of 

the form qotel in biblical Hebrew. First of all, the qotel is used most predominantly in 

progressive and iterative situations of all possible time frames as seen in (20). It is 

intuitively understood that the progressive and the iterative are subsets of the 

imperfective.  

Somewhat challenging to our intuition are the qotel of the interpretation 'be going to' 

or 'be about to' (22) and the one associated with the causative class hiphÕil in (23). These 
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apparently challenging examples can also be explained in light of Comrie. When all 

phases of a situation from beginning to end is in view as a single whole, the situation is 

expressed by the perfective form; when only part of a situation, whether it is the 

beginning, the middle or the end, is in view, the situation would be expressed by the 

imperfective form. The qotel forms in (22) induce emphasis on the initiation of the 

actions judging, attacking and going, rather than treating the whole phases of the actions 

as a single unit. Without the association of qotel, the situations expressed by the three 

verbs judging, attacking and going bear a more or less degree of duration. But the qotel 

conjugation highlights the starting phase of each durative situation with the rest of the 

situation backgrounded, implying the speaker's resolve to initiate the situation. Thus the 

phrases 'be going to' or 'be about to' in English would be a natural rendering of the qotel 

which highlights the initial phase of a durative situation.  

On the other hand, the verbs in (23) belong to the stem class called hiphÕil. Waltke & 

O'Connor states that the Semitic languages have a well developed system of both aspect 

and Aktionsart in that they formally distinguish aspect through the conjugations and 

Aktionsart by the stems. Of the seven stem classes, the hiphÕil is one of the classes 

dedicated for the causative.
10

 The lexical meaning of causative verbs intrinsically holds                                             
10

 There are two causative stem classes in BH: piÕel and hiphÕil. According to Waltke & O'Connor, the 

sentence John cooked the cabbage may have two slightly different interpretations: 

 

1) John made the cabbage cooked. 

2) John caused the cabbage to cook.  

 

While English does not have a grammatical device to differentiate these two meanings, BH does have: the 

interpretation 1) is expressed by the class piÕel; 2) by hiphÕil.  
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at least three phases: the initiation of the causing action on the part of the causer, the 

transitory phase of the change of state on the part of the causee, and the result of the 

change of state. The imperfective qotel associated with causative verbs is interpreted as 

highlighting the initiation of the causing action on the part of the causer.  

To sum up, the form qotel renders the situation imperfective. The imperfectivity that 

the BH grammar is sensitive to, among several different definitions of imperfectivity, is 

the one suggested by Comrie: aspect is a way of conceiving the internal structure of a 

situation; that a certain situation is conceived as imperfective means that the internal 

temporal structure of the situation receives explicit reference. Hence the views where 

imperfectivity is almost equated with unboundedness or atelicity do not explain the 

opposition of perfectivity and imperfectivity in BH.    

 

2.4 Conclusion 

Hatav and Waltke & O'Connor, by relying on two different definitions of aspect,  

propose disparate understandings of the BH aspectual system. While Hatav assumes that 

the aspectual system of a language is built up by patternizing the relationship between the 

situation and the R-time, Waltke & O'Connor, in the spirit of Comrie, defines aspect as a 

way of conceiving the internal constituency of the situation. In my estimation, both could 

be feasible definitions of aspect. Some languages would have the aspect system of 

Hatav's; other languages that of Comrie's. It is also possible that there are languages in 

which the two systems are blended, i.e., the verb morphology is sensitive to both 1) the 

relationship between the situation and the R-time and 2) the internal structure of the 
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situation. In my judgment, BH has the blended aspect system: the determinant to the 

selection of wayyiqtol and w?qatal as opposed to qatal, qotel, or yiqtol is, as Hatav 

analyzes, the R-time movement; the determinant to the selection of qatal as opposed to 

qotel is the internal constituency of a situation, i.e., perfectivity. I agree with Waltke & 

O'Connor that the verb form dedicated for the perfective is qatal; yet unlike Waltke & 

O'Connor, I argue that the impefective form is qotel, not yiqtol.  
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Chapter 3: Modality 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Most of the scholars, including Waltke & O'Connor, who share in the view that there 

is an opposition of perfectivity and imperfectivity in BH believe that the perfective is 

marked by qatal; the imperfective by yiqtol. However, as already discussed in the last 

chapter, an unbiased observation of the text reveals that the form for the imperfective is 

qotel not yiqtol and that the form yiqtol is exclusively reserved for the expression of 

modality.  

 

3.2 The scope of the usages of yiqtol
11

  

A variety of shades of modality are expressed by the single form yiqtol.  

[1] Epistemic and deontic modality 

(1) a. um£u:ma:     lo;    yis Âs Âa:£          vaÕa ·ma:lo:  

and-anything     not     YIQ.carry.3m.sg      in-toil-his  

 

šeyyo;le;k               b?ya:do:  

 which(REL)-YIQ.go.3m.sg      in-hand-his 

 

'and (he) shall take (YIQ) nothing for his toil, which he may carry (YIQ) 

away in his hand.' (Eccl. 5:14) 

 

b. mikko;l   Õe;ts     hagga:n   £a:ko;l   to;£ke;l  

from-all    tree.of     the-garden    INF.eat    YIQ.eat.2sg                                             
11 Many of the examples in this section are taken from Waltke and O'Connor 1990; the descriptions and 

explanations are mine.   
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ume;Õe;ts      haddaÕat        tflo:v     wa:ra:Õ      lo;  

and-from-tree.of   the.knowledge.of     good      and-evil       not 

 

to;£kal     mimmennu:  

YIQ.eat.2sg    from-it 

 

'(And the Lord God commanded the man, saying,) "You may freely eat (YIQ) 

of every tree of the garden; but of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil 

you shall not eat (YIQ) …." ' (Gen. 2:16-17) 

 

c. ye;š   da:va:r   šeyyo;£mar              r?£e;    ze    xa:da:š 

     exist    thing      which (REL). YIQ.say.3m.sg     IMP.see    this    new 

 

'Is there a thing of which it is said (Lit. may be said) (YIQ), See, this (is) new?' 

(Eccl. 1:10)  

 

[2] Habitual/gnomic uses 

(2) a. kol  y?me:  £a ·šer       yiško;n      Õal    heÕa:na:n  hammiška:n    

     all   days     which(REL)   YIQ.dwell.3m.sg   over   the-cloud     the-tabernacle  

 

ya:xa·nu: 

YIQ.encamp.3pl 

 

'As long as the cloud rested (YIQ) over the tabernacle, they remained (YIQ) in 

camp.' (Num. 9:18) 

 

b. haššo;xad     y?Õawwe;r         piqxi:m 

       the-bribe        YIQ.blind.3m.sg        the.seeing.one 

 

'A bribe blinds (YIQ) the officials. (Exod. 23:8) 

 

c. w?yo:si:f            daÕat      yo:si:f           mak£o:v 
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and-YIQ.increase.3m.sg    knowledge    YIQ.increase.3m.sg     sorrow 

 

'And he who increases (YIQ) knowledge increases (YIQ) sorrow.'  

(Eccl. 1:18) 

  

[3] Volitional uses 

(3) a. ki:   b?yo:m   £a·kolka:    mimmennu:  mo:t     ta:mu:t 

     for    in-day.of   eating-your    from-it        INF.die    YIQ.die.2m.sg 

 

'for in the day that you eat of it, you shall die (YIQ).' (Gen 2:17) 

 

b. u:zro;Õay    Õammi:m    yišpo;t flu:        £e;lay  

     and-my.arms     peoples      YIQ.rule.3m.pl      to-me 

  

£iyyi:m   y?qawwu:  

coasts     YIQ.wait.3m.pl  

 

'my arms will rule (YIQ) peoples and the coastlands wait (YIQ) for me….'(Isa. 

51:5) 

 

The volitional yiqtol conveys the speaker's attitude or will toward the situation which 

has not been realized at the time of speech. The yiqol of this function is most 

predominantly employed in contexts of God's commands or prophecy where God is the 

speaker. For this reason, there was a time in the past when the yiqtol was misunderstood 

as a future tense form. However, the forms qatal and qotel are also occasioned in future 

frames, depicting future situations as perfective and imperfective, respectively.  

Besides the perfectivity marking, in my observation, the major difference between the 

future yiqtol and future qatal is that while the yiqtol explicitly clothes the speaker's 
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attitude over the situation described, the qatal expresses the subject's attitude (#4a) or 

gives a nuance that the situation described is an objective fact, rather than the speaker's or 

the subject's subjective prediction, which is necessarily to be realized when the time has 

come (#4b, c). In addition, the future qatal is also used when the subject and speaker is 

one and the same person so that there is no need to distinguish the speaker's attitude from 

the subject's attitude (#4d).  

 

(4) a. Õad    ma:tay   me;£anta:        le;Õa:no;t   mippa:na:y  

       until    when      QAT.refuse.2m.sg     INF.humble    before-me 

 

'How long will you refuse (QAT) to humble yourself before me?  

(Exod. 10:3) 

 

b. da:rak             ko:ka:v    miyyaÕa ·qo;v    

QAT.come.forth.3m.sg      star         from-Jacob 

 

'I see him, but not now; I behold him, but not nigh. A star shall come forth 

(QAT) out of Jacob. (Num. 24:17) 

 

c. ga:waÕnu:   £a:vadnu:       kulla:nu:     £a:va:dnu:  

      QAT.die.1pl      QAT.perish.1pl      all-we         QAT.perish.1pl 

 

'We die (QAT). We are lost, we are all lost. (Num. 17:27)  

 

d. u:l?yišma:Õe;£l          be;rakti:      £o;to: 

        and-concerning-Ish'mael      QAT.bless.1sg      him 

 

'As for Ishmael…I will bless (QAT) him.' (Gen 17:20) 

 

Sometimes the future qotel as well as yiqtol seems to carry the speaker's attitude. 
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Indeed, it is possible that a sentence using qotel in a future frame imply that the speaker's 

attitude is associated with the sentence. For instance, as I pointed out in chapter 2, the 

qotels associated with durative or causative verbs bring an effect of indicating the 

speaker's resolve to initiate the situation, as in (#5) repeated from 2.3. This implied 

flavor would be called the ungrammaticalized modality. In other words, although it is 

possible that the composition of the qotel conjugation and the lexical meaning of the verb 

root may derive secondary implications on the speaker's attitude, the implications are not 

part of the semantics of qotel. The semantics of qotel, having nothing to do with modality, 

merely defines the situation as imperfective.  

 

(5) a. £et    haggo:y   a·šer        yaÕa·vo;du:    da:n        £a:no;ki: 

      ACC   the-nation   whom (REL)    YIQ.serve.3pl     QOT.Judge.m.sg     I 

 

'The nation whom they serve I am going to judge (QOT). (Gen. 15:14) 

 

b. melek    a·ra:m   Õo;le             Õa:leyka: 

king.of     Aram    QOT.come.up.m.sg      upon-you 

 

'The king of Aram is going to attack (lit. come up) (QOT) you (lit. against 

you).' (1Kgs. 20:22) 

 

[4] Jussive, imperative, and cohortative uses 

While the yiqtol conjugation is used for most modal meanings as overviewed above, 

for the jussive, imperative, and cohortative there are particular forms slightly different 

from the yiqtol proper. However, their morphology tells us that they can be rightly 

deemed to be variants of yiqtol.  
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According to Waltke & O'Connor, some verbal stems have two groups of yiqtol forms, 

the long and short. In those verbs, the short form is used for the jussive. However, the 

distinction is rarely found; in most cases there is no distinction between jussive and 

normal yiqtol conjugations. Therefore, in most stems the 3
rd

 person conjugation of yiqtol 

is used to convey the jussive meaning. The resolution between jussive and other modal 

interpretations would be made possible by the context.   

 

(6) a. £itti:      yaÕa ·vo;r          kimha:m  

     with-me    YIQ.go.over.3m.sg      Chimham 

 

       'Chimham shall go over (YIQ) with me.' (2Sam. 19:39)
12

 

 

b. ye;lek        na:     £a ·do;na:y  b?qirbe;nu:  

     YIQ.go.3m.sg    I.pray     Lord       in-middle-us  

 

'Let the Lord, I pray thee, go (YIQ) in the midst of us. (Exod. 34:9) 

 

c. £al     yitte;n         lammo:tfl    ragleka:  

      not     YIQ.give.3m.sg    to-shaking    foot-your 

 

'He will not let your foot moved (Lit. let him not give (YIQ) your foot to 

shaking).' (Ps.121:3) 

                                             
12

 Waltke & O'Connor translates this verse as Let Kimham cross over with me. But the renderings 

with shall and with let bring little difference in meaning, since both the shall with a 3
rd

 person 

subject and let with a 3
rd

 person object are to convey the speaker's will upon the 3
rd

 person subject 

and object. This is probably the reason that the distinction between the jussive form and the normal 

3
rd

 person yiqtol form is rarely found in BH.   
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There are two major ways of forming imperatives: deleting the 2
nd

 person prefix t- 

from the 2
nd 

person conjugation form of yiqtol (just as the second person pronoun is 

deleted in English imperatives)
13

 or replacing the first consonant t, i.e, the 2
nd

 person 

marker of the 2
nd

 person conjugation of yiqtol with h (when there arises a need to 

preserve the characteristic infix patterns of the stems).
14

  

 

(7) a. s Âi:m      na:(£)      ya:d?ka:    taxat     y?re;ki: 

     IMP.put     please        hand-your     under      thigh-my 

 

'Put your hand under my thigh. (Gen. 24:2) 

  

b. go;ši:        ha ·lo;m  

     IMP.come.near     here 

 

'(At mealtime Bo'az said to her,) "Come here…." (Ruth 2:14) 

 

The cohortative is formed by suffixing -a:(h) to the 1
st
 person conjugation form of 

yiqtol.  

                                             
13

 For instance, the radicals d.v.r means 'to speak'. Its piÕel non-modal perfective 2
nd

 person conjugation 

form is dibar-ta with the 2
nd

 person morpheme -ta as a suffix; its 2
nd

 person modal form, i.e., the yiqtol 

form is t-daber with the 2
nd

 person morpheme t- as a prefix. The imperative form is daber, which is the 2
nd

 

person form of the yiqtol ridden of the 2
nd

 person morpheme t-. Thus dibar-ta, t-daber, and daber can be 

interpreted as You spoke (or You have spoken), You shall speak, and Speak!, respectively.  
14 For instance, the niphÕal 2

nd
 person masculine singular yiqtol conjugation for the radicals š.m.r 'to keep' 

is tišmo;r, where the morpheme ti- is the indicator of the 2
nd

 person. The imperative is not šmo;r but 

hišša:me;r, where by the prothetic h- the infix pattern Ci- can be shown intact.  
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(8) a. n?natt?q-a:h      £et     mo:sro:te:mo: 

     YIQ.tear.apart.1pl-a:h   ACC      bond-their  

 

'Let us burst their bond asunder. (Ps. 2:3) 

 

b. b?raglay   £eÕe·vo;r-a:(h)   

     in.feet.my     YIQ.pass.1sg-a:h 

 

'Let me only pass through on foot. (Num. 20:19)  

 

Hence we can conclude that the jussive, imperative, and cohortative forms are all 

variants of the form yiqtol.  

 

3.3 Modality and the semantics of yiqtol  

In the last section we observed that many different hues of modality are expressed by 

one form yiqtol or its variants. Then the question would be what semantic commonality 

underlies all those modal uses. I suggest that the BH modal system broadly distinguishes 

the realis and irrealis and that the irrealis is marked by yiqtol. All the usages surveyed in 

the last section can fall under the category of the irrealis. According to Bybee (1998), one 

can say that a certain language has a realis and irrealis opposition if there is "a 

grammatical distinction which corresponds directly to the notional distinctions between 

real and unreal situations", and if there is a single grammatical marker exclusively used 

for unreal situations. In this regard, BH can be said to have a realis and irrealis opposition, 

since one grammatical marker yiqtol is used to set apart a wide variety of non-actual 

situations from actual situations.    
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Timberlake (2007) defines modality as "consideration of alternative realities 

mediated by an authority"; Palmer (1986) as the speaker's (subjective) attitudes and 

opinions". Both of these two definitions have some truth of modality, being 

complementary to each other. Modality is an expression of alternative realities rather 

than that of actual realities, and it necessarily holds the speaker's attitude toward the 

alternative realities. Timberlake's expression 'the mediation of an authority' may be 

paraphrased as 'the speaker's attitude'. Then modality could be defined as the speaker's 

attitude toward alternative realities. And the expression alternative realities is 

synonymous with irrealis. BH encodes the speaker's attitude toward the irrealis by the 

form yiqtol.
15

 

One might question how the reader distinguishes the various meanings expressed by 

one form. As a matter of fact, since modal meanings intrinsically have a great deal of 

overlap among one another, a slight context clue would suffice to resolve the meaning of 

a sentence. For instance, though in English there are separate grammatical devices to 

express the jussive/imperative and the speaker's volition as in Let him do it/Do it! and He 

shall do it/ You shall do it, in a certain context He shall do it and You shall do it could be 

understood as a roundabout way of speaking Let him do it and Do it. In the overlapping 

part of the meanings of Let him do it/Do it! and He shall do it/ You shall do it is the 

speaker's attitude toward the two alternative realities his doing it and your doing it, 

respectively. In addition, the speaker's attitude is not limited to the speaker's will to have 

something done by someone but to be extended to his attitude toward the possibility and                                             
15

 In many languages where the irrealis is grammaticalized, negation is also included in the irrealis 

category. But it is not the case in BH.  
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necessity of a certain situation, whether the attitude is epistemic or deontic, or the ability 

of a certain individual, etc. This overlap is not something particular to BH but the nature 

of modality. For this reason, in many instances little need arises to make an exact 

distinction of the modal meanings. Even in English in many contexts the modal 

auxiliaries will
16

, shall, can, or even must can be interchangeable:  

 

(9) kol     qo;we(y)ka:    lo;     ye;vo;šu:             ye;vo;šu:  

all       awaiting-you    not      YIQ.be.ashamed.3pl        YIQ.be.ashamed.3pl 

 

habbo:g?di:m       re:qa:m  

treacherous.people     without.cause  

 

'Let none that wait for thee be put to shame; let them be ashamed who are 

wantonly treacherous.' (Ps. 25:3) 

(or 'All who wait for thee will (or can) not be put to shame; they will (or must) 

be put to shame who are vainly treacherous.') 

 

Despite a great deal of overlap of meanings, however, it should be borne in mind that 

BH rigorously distinguishes the speaker's attitude and the subject's attitude, although due 

to the blurred distinction between will and shall in the present day English, the yiqtol of 

the speaker's attitude can be translated either as will or as shall. As I mentioned in 3.2, 

the form yiqtol is reserved for the speaker's attitude.   

Habitual or gnomic sentences can also be said to express the irrealis mediated by the 

speaker's attitude. As Timberlake (2007) said, habituality/iterativity can be considered to 

be the irrealis, because "each sub-situation is potential, possible, but not actual, and there                                             
16

 This will refers to that of possibility or necessity not of the subject's attitude.  
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is usually a hint of contingency". For instance, in the sentence (10b) below the verb for 

'to encamp' could have written in the qatal conjugation. However, by using the yiqtol 

form, the author clothes a sense of non-actuality onto the sentence. In addition, 

habitual/gnomic sentences contain the speaker's attitude that the situations described 

necessarily happen (or happened) only if certain conditions are met.  

Timberlake points out that habitual/iterative situations can be viewed in several 

different ways. They can not only be expressed by the irrealis modality but also by the 

impefective. This is also true in BH. The habitual/gnomic is occasioned in the forms 

qatal (#11) and qotel (#12) as well as yiqtol (#10, recited from #2).  

 

(10) a. kol  y?me:  £a ·šer       yiško;n       Õal   hammiška:n   ya:xa ·nu: 

      all   days    which(REL)   YIQ.dwell.3m.sg   over  the-tabernacle    YIQ.encamp.3pl 

 

'As long as the cloud rested (YIQ) over the tabernacle, they remained (YIQ) 

in camp.' (Num. 9:18) 

 

b. haššo;xad   yÕawe;r         piqxi:m 

        the-bribe      YIQ.blind.3m.sg     the.seeing.one 

 

'A bribe blinds (YIQ) the officials. (Exod 23:8) 

 

c. w?yo:si:f            daÕat      yo:si:f           mak£o:v 

and-YIQ.increase.3m.sg    knowledge    YIQ.increase.3m.sg     sorrow 

 

'And he who increases (YIQ) knowledge increases (YIQ) sorrow.'  

(Eccl. 1:18) 

 

(11) a. ya:ve;š       xa:tsi:r    na:ve;l        tsi:ts 

      QAT.dry.3m.sg    grass       QAT.fade.3m.sg   flower 
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'The grass withers (QAT), the flower fades (QAT). (Isa. 40:7) 

 

b. ki:       mibbe:t         ha:su:ri:m      ya:tsa:£           limlo;k 

      because    from-house.of       the.imprisoned     QAT.go.forth.3m.sg     to.be.king 

 

'(Better is a poor and a wise child than an old and foolish king, who will no 

more be admonished.) For out of prison he cometh (QAT) to reign; (whereas 

also he that is born in his kingdom becometh poor.)' (Eccl. 4:14)
17

 

 

c. ki:      ba:£           haxa ·lo:m   b?ro;v        Õinya:n   

      because   QAT.come.3m.sg    the-dream     in-greatness.of     task     

 

'(Be not rash with your mouth, nor let your heart be hasty to utter a word 

before God, for God is in heaven, and you upon earth; therefore let your 

words be few.) For the dream comes (QAT) through the abundance of doing, 

(and a fool's voice with many words.)' (Eccl. 5:2) 

 

(12) a. do:r        ho;le;k         w?do:r        ba:£  

  generation      QOT.go.3m.sg      generation        QOT.come.3m.sg 

 

'A generation goes (QOT), and a generation comes (QOT).' (Eccl. 1:4) 

 

b. ho:le;k       £el        da:ro:m     w?so:ve;v             

QOT.go.3m.sg    toward       south         and-turn.around.m.sg 

 

£el         tsa:fo:n 

      toward       north 

 

'The wind blows (Lit.goes) (QOT) toward the south and goes round (QOT) to 

the north.' (Eccl. 1:6)                                             
17

 The translation is from the KJV; the RSV rendering of this verse he had gone from prison to the throne 

is not satisfactory, because this verse is an assertion of generality rather than a description of a past event.   
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c. hakk?si:l   xo;ve;q       £et    ya:da:v    w?£o;ke;l    

the-fool      QOT.fold.3m.sg    ACC   hands-his     and- QOT.eat.3m.sg 

 

£et     b?s Âa:ro: 

ACC      flesh-his  

 

'The fool folds (QOT) his hands, and eats (QOT) his own flesh.' (Eccl. 4:5) 

 

As already discussed in the last chapter, habitual/gnomic sentences in the perfective 

qatal, by describing each situation as a complete whole, convey the sense that the 

situations are law-like unchangeable actuality. Palmer (1986) reports that in Greek and 

Latin clauses beginning with a causal conjunction adopt the indicative mood; but a 

reported reason is conveyed by the subjunctive mood. Considering that a reported speech 

assumes more distance from actuality than a direct speech and that while the indicative is 

normally used for actuality, the subjunctive is for less actual realities, this phenomenon 

can be readily understood.  

A similar phenomenon is also found in BH. In the Book of Ecclesiastes, in the 

clauses introduced by the causal conjunction ki, the habitual/gnomic is always expressed 

by the non-modal qatal not by the modal yiqtol (#11b,c), by which device the author 

evokes the nuance that the situation in question is an actual law. The qotel habitual 

sentences, being another non-modal, distribute attention to multiple internal phases of a 

durative situation. After all, the qatal and qotel habituals deliver the sense of actuality as 

opposed to non-actuality with the speaker's attitude unmarked. 
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3.4 Conclusion  

BH has a grammatical distinction between the irrealis and realis modality. The irrealis 

modality is defined as the speaker's attitude toward alternative realities. Among three 

major conjugation forms, qatal, qotel, and yiqtol, the form yiqtol is used for the 

expression of modality. The yiqtol and its variants appear in various modal contexts 

including epistemic/ deontic, habitual/ gnomic, volitional, and imperative/ jussive/ 

cohortative contexts.   
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Chapter 4: An analysis of the Book of Isaiah 52:13-53:12 

 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter will examine the verb forms in the Book of Isaiah 52:13-53:12 (the last 

of the Songs of the Suffering Servant) and seek for the proper interpretation of the 

passage on the basis of the discussions provided in the previous chapters.
18

 When 

necessary, the three different versions of English translations, King James Version 

(KJV), Revised Standard Version (RSV), and the 1999 edition from Jewish Publishing 

Society (JPS) will be compared.
19

  

 

4.2 Analysis  

 

52:13 hinne;    yas Âki:l            Õavdi:        ya:ro:m  

behold      YIQ.prosper.3m.sg      servant-my      YIQ.be.exalted.3m.sg 

 

w?nis Âs Âa:£               w?ga:vah             m?£o;d  

WQ.be.lifted.up. 3m.sg       WQ.be.high. 3m.sg         very 

  

'Behold, My Servant shall prosper (YIQ); He shall be exalted (YIQ) and lifted up,                                             
18

 This chapter is not intended to provide theological implications. The verb forms will be examined on 

purely linguistic grounds.  

 

19
 The initial glosses for the verses are adopted from the RSV; discussions toward the rectification on the 

RSV rendering may follow, when necessary.  
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and shall be very high.' 

 

52:14 ka£a ·šer   ša:mmu:               Õa:leyka:     rabbi:m  

  as-that    QAT.be.astonished.3m.pl        over-you       many 

 

ke;n   mišxat         me;£i:š      mar£e;hu:  

so      disfigurement      from-man      appearance-his 

 

w?to;a ·ro:       mibb?ne:        £a:da:m 

and-form-his      from-sons.of       man  

 

'As many were astonished (QAT) at you -- his appearance was so marred, beyond 

human semblance, and his form beyond that of the sons of men.' 

 

52:15 ke;n   yazze            go:yim    rabbi:m     Õa:la:v  

   so     YIQ.sprinkile.3m.sg    nations       many         at-him 

 

yiqp?tsu:       m?la:kim   pi:hem      ki:     £a ·šer  

YIQ.shut.3m.pl      kings        mouth-their    because   that-which (REL) 

 

lo;   suppar             la:hem     ra:£u:  

not    QAT.be.told.3m.sg       to-them       YIQ.seet.3m.sg 

 

wa£a·šer       lo;      ša:m?Õu:         hitbo:na:nu:  

at-what(REL)      not       QAT.hear.3m.pl      QAT.understand.3m.pl 

 

'So shall he startle (YIQ) many nations; kings shall shut (YIQ) their mouths 

because of him; for that which has not been told (QAT) them they shall see 

(QAT); and that which they have not heard (QAT), they shall understand (QAT).  

 

These first three verses would drive tense theorists into a quandary, because both 

qatal and yiqtol are interpreted as future in 52:15. However, viewed in the light of the 
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present study, this passage is no longer puzzling. The speaker of the three verses is God 

himself. Thus the two instances of the form yiqtol in 52:13 are understood as expressing 

the speaker's (God's) attitude toward future events. On the other hand, in 52:15 the future 

events described in the first half are conveyed by yiqtol; those in the second half by qatal. 

As in 52:13, the yiqtols in 52:15 also express the speaker's attitude toward the future 

events, namely God's conviction on the events his servant's startling many nations and 

the kings' shutting their mouth. The appearance of future qatals in the second half of 

52:15 is not surprising, because the second half begins with the causal conjunction ki. 

The causal clause is employed to provide the grounds or evidence for the preceding 

prophecy; the qatal, as a non-modal perfective, contributes to this purpose of the causal 

clause by endowing the clause with a sense of actuality. The qatals in the relative clauses 

in 52:15 are all typical perfective qatals interpreted as perfect or past.  

The qatal in 52:14 is translated as past in all three versions (KJV, RSV, and JPS). Yet 

I have a doubt on its adequacy. Since the verse 52:14 is placed in the midst of the future 

context (52:13,15), the whole verse 52:14 needs to be construed as future situations. Thus, 

a better translation for the qatal sentence in 52:14 would be as many will be astonished at 

him or as many are astonished at him.
20

 

 

53:1 mi:   he£e·mi:n         lišmuÕa:te;nu:   uzro: aÕ   

 who    QAT.believe.3m.sg    report-our          and-arm.of  

                                             
20 The present tense used here is intended to deliver the future meaning. In English, the simple present is 

sometimes used for future events that are supposed to be unchangeable: e.g., The train departs at 7:00 AM 

tomorrow.   
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yhwh  Õal  mi:     nigla:ta: 

  Lord    to   who      QAT.be.revealed.3f.sg 

 

'Who has believed (QAT) what we have heard? And to whom has the arm of the 

Lord been revealed (QAT)?  

 

53:2 wayyaÕal        kayyo:ne;q     l?fa:na:v    

  WY.go.up.3m.sg     as-young.plant     before-him         

 

'For he grew up (WY) before him like a young plant, (and like a root out of dry 

ground; He had no form or comeliness that we should look at him and no beauty 

that we should desire him.)'  

 

53:3 w?lo;       xa·šavnuhu:    

  and-not       QAT.esteem.1pl  

 

'(He was despised and rejected by men; a man of sorrows, and acquainted with 

grief; and as one from whom men hide their faces he was despised) and we 

esteemed (QAT) him not.'
21

   

 

53:4 £a:ke;n    xo ·la:ye;nu:   hu:   na:s Âa£               u:mak£o;ve:nu: 

   surely      grief-our        he     QAT.bear.3m. sg        and-sorrows-our 

 

sva:la:m              wa£a·naxnu:    xa ·šavnuhu:     na:gu:aÕ 

QAT.carry.3m.sg-them       and-we           QAT.esteem.1pl     plagued 

 

mukke;     £e·lo;hi:m    um?Õunne  

struck-by     God           and-afflicted 

 

'Surely He has borne (QAT) our griefs and carried (QAT) our sorrows; yet we 

esteemed (QAT) him strikcken, smitten by God, and afflicted.' 

                                             
21 In 53:2-3 the clauses for which the transcription is not provided are all verbless clauses.   
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In chapter 53, most of the qatals are translated as past or present perfect as seen in the 

RSV rendering of 53:1-4 above. To estimate the adequacy of this translation, we will 

need to first examine 53:7, which has a crucial clue to the temporal interpretation of the 

whole chapter.  

 

53:7 niggas Â                w?hu:   naÕa·ne             w?lo;  

 QAT.be.oppressed.3m.sg      and-he     QOT.be.afflicted.3m.sg   and-not  

 

yiftax            pi:v         kas Âs Âe      latfltflevax     yu:va:l  

YIQ.open.3m.sg      mouth-his      as-lamb      to-slaughter    YIQ.be.led.3m.sg 

 

uk?ra:xe;l     lifne:   goz?zeyha:     ne£e·la:ma:      w?lo;    

  and-as-sheep     before    shearers-her     QAT.be.dumb.3m.f    and-not   

 

  yiftax            pi:v 

  YIQ.open.3m.sg      mouth-his 

 

'He was oppressed (QAT), and he was afflicted (QOT), yet he opened (YIQ) not 

his mouth; like a lamb that is led (YIQ) to the slaughter, and like a sheep that before 

its shearers is dumb (QAT), so he opened (YIQ) not His mouth.  

 

This verse has two qatals, three yiqtols, and one qotel. In all three English 

translations, all of the verb forms are indiscriminately translated as past. Here a question 

immediately arises: how are the yiqtols interpreted as past? There are contexts where 

yiqtol should be understood as perfective, which is the aspect most likely to be associated 

with the past tense. It is widely agreed among scholars that the yiqtol in the clause 

introduced by the adverb £a:z 'then' is exceptionally understood as perfective on the 

grounds that £a:z in that context plays a role of waw- prefix to the yiqtol so that the 
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combination of £a:z and yiqtol has the same function as wayyiqtol, the sequential 

counterpart of qatal (Hatav 1997 and Goldfajn 1998 among others).
22

 However, this 

verse is not in such a context. As discussed earlier, the yiqtol in a non-£a:z context serves 

a modal function. Thus we would translate the three yiqtols as He shall not open his 

mouth, he shall be led as a lamb, and he shall not open his mouth (exact the same form 

as the first one), respectively. Here the speaker is the prophet. In 53:1 the speaker is 

changed from God to the prophet. 

The flow of this verse requires another stroke of modification in translation, because 

if the translation of the qatals remains as past, there arises discordance between tenses: 

He was oppressed, and he was afflicted, but he shall not open his mouth. This verse is 

intended to be uniform in terms of tense. And as we know for now, both qatal and qotel 

can have future interpretations. The prophet is using the perfective qatal for the first 

clause and the imperfective qotel for the second clause. Presumably, the prophet intends 

to achieve different literary effects by using different forms. The two sentences having 

similar meanings, oppression and affliction, are being repeated; but they are expressed by 

different aspects. The prophet initiates the description of his suffering by depicting it as a 

single whole in order that the picture of the suffering may be captured in one sight. And 

then he continues to describe the scene of suffering but with more consideration on the                                             
22 E.g. 
a. £a:z    ya:ši:r        mo;še   uvne;     yis Âra:£e;l   £et    hašši:ra:  hazzo;t  layhwh 
   then     YIQ.sing.3m.sg    Moses    and-sons.of   Israel        ACC   the-song     this       to-Lord 

'Then Moses and the people of Israel sang this song to the Lord….'(Exod. 15:1) 

 

b. £a:z    yavdi:l           mo;še    ša:lo;š  Õa:ri:m  

   then   YIQ.separate.3m.sg      Moses      three       cities 

'Then Moses set apart three cities….' (Deut. 4:41) 
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internal process of the suffering. In other words, by the perfective form the snapshot of 

the scene is provided first; by the imperfective form the readers are invited to the details 

of the picture. In sum, the situations described by the qatals and qotel in this verse need 

to be construed as being in the future time frame with different aspects, whether they are 

translated as present or future in English. Thus the most natural translation of this verse 

would be: 

 

He is oppressed, and he is afflicted, but he shall not open his mouth. Like a lamb 

that is led to the slaughter, and like a sheep that before its shearers is dumb, so he 

shall not open his mouth.  

 

The analysis of 53:7 urges to place the whole chapter in the future time frame. Thus 

53:1-4, unlike in the published English translations where the qatals are rendered as past  

(RSV) or present perfect (KJV), would approximately have the interpretation as follows: 

  

Who will believe what we have heard? And to whom will be the arm of the Lord 

revealed? For he shall grow up before him like a young plant, and as a root out of 

dry ground.
23

 He will be despised and rejected by men; a man of sorrows, and 

acquainted with grief; as one from whom men hide their faces he will be despised, 

and we will not esteem.  

 

53:5 w?hu:    m?xo;la:l              mipp?ša:Õe;nu:      m?dukka:£                                              
23 I will skip the discussion on verse 53:2, since the form wayyiqtol is not in the scope of this thesis.  
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 and-he      QOT.be.wounded.3m.sg       for-transgressions-our    QOT.be.bruised.3m.sg 

 

me;Õa·wo;no;te:nu:    mu:sar         šlo:me;nu:    Õa:la:v  

for-iniquities-our         chastisement.of     peace-our        upon-him 

 

uvaxa·vura:to:        nirpa:£           la:nu: 

and-in-the-wounds-his     QAT.be.healed.3m.sg    to-us 

 

'But he was wounded (QOT) for our transgressions, he was bruised (QOT) for our 

iniquities; upon him was the chastisement that made us whole; and with his stripes 

we are healed (QAT).  

 

53:6 kulla:nu:   katstso;£n      ta:Õi:nu:       £i:š     l?darko:  

  all-we        like-sheep      QAT.go.astray.1pl    man     to-way-his   

 

pani:nu:      wayhwh     hifgi:aÕ           bo:        £e;t    

QAT.turn.1pl      and-Lord      QAT.lay.uopn.3m.sg     in-him        ACC 

 

Õa ·wo:n            kullanu: 

iniquity.of          all-us  

 

'All we like sheep have gone astray (QAT); we have turned (QAT) every one to 

his own way; and the Lord laid on (QAT) him the iniquity of us all.'   

 

53:8 meÕo;tser    u:mimmišpa:tfl    luqqa:x           w?£e;t     do:ro:    

 from-prison     and-from-justice     QAT.be.taken.3m.sg    and- ACC     generation-his  

 

mi:     y?s Âo:xe;ax         ki:      nigzar              me;£erets  

who     YIQ.consider.3m.sg     because    QAT.be.cut.off.3m.sg       from-land.of 

 

xayyi:m     mippešaÕ             Õammi:       negaÕ    la:mo:  

living         from-transgression.of      people-my        stroke      to-him 

 

'By oppression and judgment he was taken away (QAT); and as for his generation, 
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who considered (YIQ) that he was cut off (QAT) out of the land of the living, 

stricken for the transgression of my people?' 

 

53:9 Õal       lo;    xa:ma:s   Õa:s Âa:           w?lo;    mirma:    b?fi:v 

   though     not     violence     QAT.make.3m.sg    and-not     deceit       mouth-his 

 

'(And they made his grave with the wicked and with a rich man in his death,) 

although he had done (QAT) no violence, and there was no deceit in his mouth.  

 

53:10 wayhwh    xa:fe;ts             dak£o:        hexe·li:          £i:m  

   and-Lord     QAT.be.pleased.3m.sg      INF.bruise-him    QAT.twist.3m.sg       if  

 

ta:s Âi:m        £a:ša:m       nafšo:    yir£e       zeraÕ      ya£a·ri:k  

YIQ.put.3m.sg    guilt.offering     soul-his   YIQ.see.3m.sg    seed    YIQ.prolong.3m.sg 

 

ya:mi:m     w?xe;fets         yhwh      b?ya:do:        yitsla:x  

days          and-pleasure.of     Lord       in-hand-his      YIQ.prosper.3m.sg 

 

'Yet it was the will of the Lord to bruise him; he has put (QAT) him to grief. When 

he makes (YIQ) himself an offering for sin, he shall see (YIQ) his offspring, he 

shall prolong (YIQ) his days; the will of the Lord shall prosper (YIQ) in his 

hand.'  

 

In 53:5, the first two verbs come in qotel; the last one in qatal. By the use of the 

imperfective qotel for being wounded and being bruised, the prophet brings the persistent 

process of suffering into the attention of the readers. And then he discloses the purpose of 

the suffering by the form qatal, whereby the event of healing is viewed as one conclusive 

event for the preceding events of suffering.   

Regarding tense, the KJV and RSV translate the first two qotels as past and the final 

qatal as present; the JPS translates both the qotels and the qatal as past. However, as 
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discussed already, all the clauses in chapter 53 should be uniformly construed as 

depicting future events which are definitely to happen when the time has come. The same 

applies to 53:6-10.  

In 53:8, the RSV inadequately renders the yiqtol verb ys Âo:xe;xa 'consider/ declare' as 

considered, i.e., as a non-modal past. The translation needs to be rectified to indicate the 

modal meaning as in could consider (JPS) or shall declare (KJV).  

 

53:11 me;Õa ·mal       nafšo:     yir£e          yis Âba:Õ  

  from-travail.of      soul-his      YIQ.see.3m.sg     YIQ.be.satisfied.3m.sg     

 

b?daÕto:          yatsdi:q         tsaddiq     Õavdi:  

  by-knowledge-his     YIQ.justify.3m.sg      righteous       servant-my 

 

la:rabbi:m    waÕa ·wo:no;tam      hu:    yisbo;l  

to-many         and-inquities-their       he      YIQ.bear.3m.sg 

 

'He shall see (YIQ) the fruit of the travail of his soul and be satisfied (YIQ); by his 

knowledge shall the righteous one, my servant make many to be accounted (YIQ) 

righteous; and he shall bear (YIQ) their iniquities.'  

 

53:12 la:ke;n   £a ·xalleq       lo:      va:rabbi:m     w?£et     Õa ·tsu:mi:m   

  therefore    YIQ.divide.1sg    to-him     with-the.great    and-with      the.strong 

  

y?xalle;q         ša:la:l    taxat    £a ·šer    heÕe·ra:  

YIQ.divide.3m.sg      spoil      because     that      QAT.pour.out.3m.sg  

 

lamma:wet    nafšo:   w?£et      po;šÕi:m      nimna:         w?hu: 

to-death        soul-his    and-with     transgressors     QAT.counted.3m.sg   and-he 

 

xe;tfl£  rabbi:m   na:s Âa:£         w?lappo;šÕi:m        yafgi:a Õ 

  sin.of   many      QAT.bear.3m.sg    and-for-transgressors     YIQ.make.intercession.3m.sg 
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'Therefore I will divide (YIQ) him a portion with the great, and he shall divide 

(YIQ) the spoil with the strong; because he poured out (QAT) his soul to death, 

and  was numbered (QAT) with transgressors; yet he bore (QAT) the sin of 

many, and made intercession (YIQ) for transgressors.'  

 

In 53:11 the speaker is shifted again from the prophet to God. The speaker's (God's) 

will is pronounced by the use of yiqtol in 53:11 and 53:12. All the three English 

translations (KJV, RSV, and JPS) translate the yiqtols in 53:11 as shall, with which I 

agree. The verse 53:12 begins with the continuation of the pronouncement of God's will 

with yiqtols. Then the reasons for the pronouncement are introduced by the causal 

conjunction taxat-£a ·šer. The causal clause is composed of the first three qatals and the 

final yiqtol. We have already discussed that the qatal in a causal clause is employed to 

bring the sense of actuality so that the reason provided in the causal clause may sound 

more convincing. Also, the form yiqtol is not impossible to occur in a causal clause, 

because it is not impossible that a sentence clothed with the speaker's attitude occur in a 

causal clause, though it bears less actuality than qatal.  

As we have seen a similar instance in 53:7, the yiqtol for the situation making 

intercession followed by several qatals is translated as past in all three English versions. 

This is question-begging. All the verbs in 53:12, in line with the other verses of the 

chapter, should be placed in the future frame, whether they appear in qatal or yiqtol; what 

the forms qatal and yiqtol distinguish is the modality: the verbs for pouring out, being 

numbered and bear in qatal suggest that they are describing the events which will 

definitely happen or which are willingly taken up by the subject; the verbs for dividing 
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and making intercession in yiqtol suggest that the events will be executed by the 

speaker's (God's) will or that they are the speaker's(God's) pronouncement on the future 

events. Thus, a more adequate translation of 53:12 will be as follows:  

 

Because he will pour out his soul to death, will be numbered with transgressors; 

and he will bear the sin of many, and he shall make intercession for the 

transgressors.  

 

4.3 Conclusion 

The verse 53:7 is deemed to have a clue to the question "In which time frame is the 

whole passage set?". The examination of the interaction of the forms qatal, qotel, and 

yiqtol in the verse suggests that the passage should be set in the future time frame. The 

form yiqtol is reserved for the modal function; the selection of the perfective qatal and 

imperfective qotel is done according to the contextual needs for particular literary effects 

within the future frame.   
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

 

This thesis attempted to provide an encompassing account for the centuries-old 

question concerning how aspect and modality are grammaticalized in the verbal system 

in BH. To this end, the semantics of the three verb forms qatal, yiqtol, and qotel were 

investigated by means of a theory-unbiased observation on the Biblical text. The 

observation of the data at once was used as a measuring stick for the evaluation of the 

existing theories on BH verbal semantics and gave a clue to how to understand this 

particular language, BH in the mirror of the universal theory of aspect and modality.  

Concerning the aspectual system of BH, this study agreed with Waltke & O'Connor 

(1990) that BH has an opposition of the perfective and imperfective. In line with Comrie, 

it was noted that the notion of perfectivity should not be confused with boundedness or 

telicity. According to Comrie, aspect is a way of conceiving the internal structure of 

situation: if the situation is viewed as a single whole without consideration on its various 

internal phases, the situation is expressed by the perfective morphology; if the internal 

phases are in reference in one way or another, the situation is expressed by the 

imperfective morphology. The perfective and imperfective aspects are encoded in the 

verb form qatal and qotel, respectively.  

Some aspect-oriented theorists such as Hatav (1997) argue that BH grammar 

distinguishes the perfect and progressive by means of qatal and qotel, respectively. 

However, this study demonstrated that the perfect and progressive meanings only occupy 
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a small part of their wide-ranging usages. Although qatal, when translated into a 

language having overt perfect morphology, is possibly interpreted as perfect, the perfect 

is not an essential meaning of qatal. In fact, qatal, depending on its context, can receive 

simple present, simple past and simpe future interpretations as well as perfect 

interpretations; in contexts of the simple present, qatal denotes gnomic/habitual 

situations or functions as a performative verb. On the other hand, the occurrences of qotel 

are also not restricted to progressive situations. In future contexts, the qotel associated 

with durative verbs is usually translated as 'be going to' or 'be about to' in English, which 

expressions serve to highlight the beginning stage of the durative situation, implying the 

subject's resolve to initiate the situation. Likewise, the qotel associated with the causative 

class hiphÕil is also used for highlighting the initiation of the causing action with other 

phases of the causative situation backgrounded. This study showed that these seemingly 

incoherent usages of qatal and qotel are united by the concept of perfectivity and 

imperfectivity, respectively. 

There are other aspect theorists who are aware that BH has a perfective and 

imperfective opposition but believes that each aspect is encoded by qatal and yiqtol. This 

study found out that this misunderstanding was caused by the overlooking of 1) the 

predicative function of qotel and of 2) the possibility that modality can be a major 

formative element in verb conjugations in BH.   

Various data from many different books of the Biblical text illustrated that the yiqtol 

and its variants appear in various modal contexts including epistemtic/ deontic, habitual/ 

gnomic, volitional, and imperative/ jussive/ cohortative contexts. Based on this 
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observation, this study suggested that the BH modal system broadly distinguishes the 

realis and irrealis and that the irrealis is marked by a single form yiqtol. Also, the irrealis 

in BH in particular was defined as the speaker's (not the subject's) attitude toward 

alternative realities.  

Finally, the verbs occasioned in the Book of Isaiah 52:13-53:12, the passage known 

as a snapshot of the chaotic nature of the BH verbal system, were thoroughly examined. 

The author's motives over each instance of the verb form selections were clearly captured 

in the light of the present study. Thus the examination on the Isaiah passage consequently 

ascertained that the present study largely removed the existing obstacles in understanding 

BH verb conjugations and thereby laid the significant grounds toward the proper 

understanding of the Biblical text.  
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Appendix: The Transcription Convention 

Consonants Vowels 
 א

 ּב

 ב

 ּג

 ג

 ּד

 ד

 ה

 ו

 ז

 ח

 ט

 י

ּך/ּכ  

ך/כ  

 ל

  ם/מ

  נ/ן

 ס

 ע

�/ּפ  

פ/ף  

צ/ץ  

 ק

 ׁש

 ׂש

 ּת

  ת

£ 

b or bb 

v 

g or gg 

g 

d or dd 

d 

h 

 w  

z 

x 

tfl 

y 

k or kk 

k 

l 

  m  

n 

s 

Õ 

p or pp 

f 

ts 

q 

š 

s Â 

t or tt 

t 

& 

' 

 ֲא

 

  יֵא

 ֵא

 ֶא

 ֱא

  יֶא

 

 

 א ֹו

 אֹ

 ֳא

& 

 

 א ּו

 ֻא

 

 flא י

 flא

 

 ְא

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

a: 

a 

a · 

 

e: 

e; 

e 

e · 

e(y) 

 

 

o: 

o; 

o· 

o 

 

u: 

u 

 

i: 

i 

 

? 
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